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Abstract
Massive energy consumption data of buildings was generated with the development
of information technology, and the real-time energy consumption data was
transmitted to energy consumption monitoring system by the distributed wireless
sensor network (WSN). Accurately predicting the energy consumption is of importance
for energy manager to make advisable decision and achieve the energy conservation.
In recent years, considerable attention has been gained on predicting energy use of
buildings in China. More and more predictive models appeared in recent years, but it is
still a hard work to construct an accurate model to predict the energy consumption
due to the complexity of the influencing factors. In this paper, 40 weather factors were
considered into the research as input variables, and the electricity of supermarket
which was acquired by the energy monitoring system was taken as the target variable.
With the aim to seek the optimal subset, three feature selection (FS) algorithms were
involved in the study, respectively: stepwise, least angle regression (Lars), and Boruta
algorithms. In addition, three machine learning methods that include random forest
(RF) regression, gradient boosting regression (GBR), and support vector regression (SVR)
algorithms were utilized in this paper and combined with three feature selection (FS)
algorithms, totally are nine hybrid models aimed to explore an improved model to get
a higher prediction performance. The results indicate that the FS algorithm Boruta has
relatively better performance because it could work well both on RF and SVR
algorithms, the machine learning method SVR could get higher accuracy on small
dataset compared with the RF and GBR algorithms, and the hybrid model called SVRBoruta was chosen to be the proposed model in this paper. What is more, four
evaluate indicators were selected to verify the model performance respectively are the
mean absolute error (MAE), the mean squared error(MSE), the root mean squared error
(RMSE), and the R-squared (R2), and the experiment results further verified the
superiority of the recommended methodology.
Keywords: Distributed wireless sensor network, Energy consumption, Machine
learning, Feature selection, Climate factors
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the internet of things (IOT) was popularly applied to the smart city
controls with the development of the information technology.
In IOT systems, the energy consumption monitoring system plays an important role
in smart buildings, and it was always used to collect the real-time energy data and
facilitate the energy control of the buildings. Actually, the real-time energy data was
transmitted to energy consumption monitoring system by the wireless sensor
network(WSN) [1, 2]. The wireless sensor is mainly composed of many intelligent
distributed wireless sensor nodes, each of which has the function of sending message
[3, 4]. In energy management system, accurately predict the energy use could assist
energy manager make advisable strategies and schedule resource reasonably, this is the
motivation of conducting this research, and the research data was acquired by the
energy monitoring system. Another important reason for this study is the excessive
energy consumption which caused large emissions of greenhouse gas has made huge
impact on climate [5–7]. It was well known that more and more frequent and intense
extreme weather events have occurred in recent decades which have profound effects
on human society as well as on ecosystems [8–10]. The extreme weather events can
affect people’s life seriously in many obviously ways such as storms, floods, droughts,
and heat waves. Many researchers have studied the attributions of extreme weather and
showed that the human influence on the climate is obviously [11, 12]. Scott et al.
studied that human influence may likely (probability> 90%) doubled the probability of a
record warm summer [13] and pointed out that decreasing extreme weather events
requires by reduction of greenhouse gas emissions which may resulting from the excessive use of energy consumption [14–16]. It is investigated that electricity dominated
total energy consumption [17], and the building energy consumption accounts a large
portion of the energy [18].
Supermarkets as one of the most energy-intensive type of commercial buildings have
been studied by many researchers. However, the energy consuming situations are
diverse in different climate areas. Many related works have been carried out in other
countries. Kolokotroni et al. [19] have analyzed the supermarket energy consumption
in the UK. Behfar et al. [20] have conducted to investigate supermarket equipment
characteristics and operating faults in the USA. Braun et al. [21] have estimated the
impact of climate change and local operational procedures on the energy use in several
supermarkets throughout Great Britain. Many authors have also reported the building
energy use in China. Lam et al. [22] have developed multiple regression model for
office buildings in five major climates in China using 12 key building design variables.
Authors Wang et al. [23] have been using different regression models to analyze the
significant factors which affect the rural building heating energy in China .Although
increasing investigations for the building energy use has been performed in China, very
little work has been conducted in northwest region in China. Therefore, this paper
focuses on analyzing the impacts of climate factors on the supermarket electrical
energy use in northwest region of China using the transmitted energy consumption
data by distributed wireless sensor network.
The following section has depicted the literature review and related works. In Section
3, the background of the research was presented, including the case information, data
description, data pre-processing, and the involved methodologies. Section 4 has
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demonstrated the development of hybrid models and the parameter optimization
process. The results and discussion of the experiment were presented in Section 5. The
last part of this paper concluded this research and summaries the limitation of this
study.

2 Related works
It is a challenging work to precisely predicted the monthly electrical consumption
owing to multiple influencing factors. Feature selection (FS) methods were effective
ways to improve the prediction accuracy. Venkatesh and Anuradha [24] have illustrated
that the FS methods are always applied to address the problem of dimensionality reduction which not only reduces the burden of the data but also avoid overfitting of the
model. Three FS methods were presented in this paper, respectively: stepwise, Lars and
Boruta. Among the stepwise algorithm was frequently employed to select useful subsets
of variables and order the importance of variables [25]. The Lars algorithm was also
applied to extract higher quality subset for model learning [26–28]. What is more,
Boruta algorithm performed well in features filtering [29], and the details were depicted
in literature [30]. In addition, the extracted variables will be taken as an optimal subset
and used for model learning. In our work, power consumption of the equipment will
be involved due to the energy consumption data that will be collected for a long time,
and the data sampling frequency was once a month. The dataset used in this paper is
the 5-year electricity consumption of supermarkets, and the collected dataset was still
insufficient though it took 5 years.
With respect to the prediction model, machine learning methods were widely used in
this field [31–33]. It was confirmed that the boosting and ensemble algorithms have
superior performance in prediction field [34], but large dataset was required for those
model learning, and it was not match to this work due to the collected dataset was
insufficient. It is worth noting that the dataset in this work is high dimensional which
was composed of electricity consumption and 40 climate factors, and SVR was recommended to perform the small-scale and high dimensional dataset. Mapping the original
input variables to high dimensional feature space was an effective way to explore the
nonlinear relationship between climate factors and building energy consumption, and
this is in line with the model features of support vector machine (SVR). In addition,
many researchers have verified the superiority of SVR in dealing with the small-scale
dataset which with high dimensions. Ma et al. [35] have presented that the SVR could
forecast the building energy consumption with good accuracy. Chen et al. have illustrated that the support vector regression (SVR) has a strong non-linear capability and
could offer a higher degree of prediction accuracy and stability in short-term load forecasting [36]. Guo et al. have showed that the SVM is an effective method for problems
with small number of samples, and the modified support vector machine has outperforms existing methods [37]. To this end, SVR was taken as the best option to model
the dataset in this paper, and it was also combined with FS methods to improve the
predictive performance of the model; the basic principles of SVR was detailed in
Section 3. Another challenge work was the parameter tuning of the model. The optimal
parameter will be searched in a certain range which was determined based on the prior
knowledge of statistics, and the results were presented in Section 4. In this paper,
another two machine learning methods were also used to compare with SVR,
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respectively, and these are random forest (RF) regression and gradient boosting regression (GBR). RF algorithms was utilized in literatures [38–41], and the results have
revealed the good performance of RF. GBR was also a widespread machine learning in
predicting research field, as stated in [29, 42], and the GBR was performed well in
energy prediction. The prediction performance of nine hybrid models was compared by
measures of MAE, MSE, RMSE, and R-squared (R2), and the results exhibited that
SVR-Boruta has higher performance with values of accuracy 90.585%.

3 Materials and prepare work
The transmitted energy consumption data by distributed wireless sensor network was
regarding a supermarket building; it is essential to make a site visit investigation so as
to obtain more detailed information about the supermarket, and the information of the
supermarket was illustrated in the following part. What is more, data cleaning was also
needed before conducting model learning, variable description, and the pre-processing
of this work that was introduced in this section.

3.1 Case information

The supermarket was opened in 2009 which is located in Shuozhou city, Shanxi province in the northwest region of China. Site visits were conducted to the selected supermarket, and it has three floors which with the total area of 1970 m2 and sales area of
1598 m2; the detailed survey information is displayed in Table 1. The general lightings
and a large number of spotlights are cross distributed on the second floor for fresh food
sales and the third floor for commodity sales, and about 422 spotlights will work during
the peak period of passenger flow that occurs at 8:00 to 11:00 am and 15:00 to 19:00
pm, and at the same time, the general lightings will be closed, other electrical equipment including cash registers and weighing instruments. The energy consumption of
selected supermarket mainly composed by lightings, refrigeration and freezers, HVAC
(heating, ventilation and air conditioning), and other electrical devices. What is more,
the supermarket belongs to the temperate continental climate where the cold weather
is longer than the warm weather, and the indoor temperature of the supermarket is
greatly affected by outdoor climate, especially the HVAC and the refrigeration systems;
this is also the main motivation of us to conducted this study.

Table 1 Supermarket data
Latitude

39.52

Longitude

112.82
2

Total area (m )

1970

Sales area (m2)

1598

Opening time

8:00~20:00

Weekly trading hours (h)

70

Total length of ref. display cabinet (m)

33.75

Total length of freezers (m)

30

Installed lighting (kW)

33.94
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3.2 Data description and pre-processing

Great efforts had been made to prepare the required research data. The energy data was
acquired from the building energy consumption monitoring systems, and the input
variables were obtained from the weather forecast website (i.e., a website which covered
various weather information) from January 2014 to March 2019 regarding the supermarket location. This generated data contains 40 types of weather parameters due to this
paper that focuses on researching the performance of climate factors on the electrical
usage, and the dataset was divided into 12 categories which was detailed in Table 2.
It is essential to conduct the data pre-processing before deploying the research. The
max-min normalization method was utilized to deal with the values of the dataset. All
the values were scaled into interval [0–1] by the line transformation which was
expressed by the following formula:
x0 ¼

x− min
max− min

ð1Þ

where x denotes the original value of the variables, and x′ is the normalized data
through the formula above.
What is more, due to the max visibility (vis-max) and the min precipitation (pre-min)
that were always constant and irrelevant with the electrical energy changes, they would
not be considered into the further analysis. The following section will introduce the involved methodologies in this paper.

Table 2 The categories of the input variables
Categories

Climate
factors

Abbreviation Value
range

Categories

Max temperature
(°C)

Maximum Max-T-max
Average Max-T-avg
Minimum Max-T-min

5~36
Humidity (%)
− 2~29
−
16~21

Maximum Hum-max
Average Hum-avg
Minimum Hum-min

30~98
12~63
4~22

Avg temperature
(°C)

Maximum Avg-T-max
Average Avg-T-avg
Minimum Avg-T-min

− 1~30 Sea level
− 7~25 pressure (hPa)
−
17~20

Maximum SLP-max
Average SLP-avg
Minimum SLP-min

1011~1052
1004~1035
992~1023

Min temperature
(°C)

Maximum Min-T-max
Average Min-T-avg
Minimum Min-T-min

− 6~27 Visibility (km)
−
11~21
−
18~18

Maximum Vis-max
Average Vis-avg
Minimum Vis-min

30
8~25
0.1~7

Dew point (°C)

Maximum DP-max
Average DP-avg
Minimum DP-min

−
14~23
−
23~18
−
44~11

Maximum W-max
Average W-avg
Minimum W-min

14~40
5~10
0

Wind (km/h)

Climate
factors

Abbreviation Value
range

Precipitation (mm) Maximum
Average
Minimum
Sum

Pre-max
Pre-avg
Pre-min
Pre-sum

0~49
Growing degree Maximum GDD-max
0~4.50 days (base 50)
Average GDD-avg
0~143.6 (days)
Minimum GDD-min
GDD-sum
Sum

0~35
0~27
0~18
0~839

Heating degree
days (base 65)
(days)

HDD-max
HDD-avg
HDD-min
HDD-sum

0~63
Cooling degree
0~45
days (base 65)
(days)
0~35
0~1391

0~20
0~12
0~3
0~376

Maximum
Average
Minimum
Sum

Maximum
Average
Minimum
Sum

CDD-max
CDD-avg
CDD-min
CDD-sum
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3.3 Methodologies

Three machine learning methods were involved in this work to perform the dataset:
the methods respectively are random forest (RF), gradient boosting regression (GBR),
and support vector regression (SVR), and they were all performed well in predicting
the energy consumption; however, the SVR was superior to capture the mapping relationship between input variables and target variable in small-scale dataset, and SVR
was recommended in our work to perform the dataset. RF and GBR were also introduced to compare with the performance of the SVR. The theories of three machine
learning methods were detailed in the following.
3.3.1 Random forest (RF)

The random forest (RF) is a popular ensemble algorithm, and it was started by Ho et.al
[43] and was developed in literatures [44, 45] by Breiman. The random forest is integrated by decision tree, and RF has the advantage of overcoming the likely drawbacks
of the single decision tree.
3.3.2 Gradient boosting regression (GBR)

The gradient boosting regression (GBR) produces a prediction model in the form
of an ensemble of weak prediction models, typically decision trees [42]. More
details on the main mathematical principles of the gradient boosting regression
algorithm were given in [46].
3.3.3 Support vector regression (SVR)

The support vector regression(SVR) is the most common application form of SVMs
which was proposed in 1997 by Vapnik et al. [47]. Smola et al. have overviewed the
development of support vector regression(SVR) and illustrated the basic idea of support
vector regression(SVR) in 2003 [48]. Additionally, Basak et al. have also made an
attempt to review the existing theory, methods, recent developments, and scopes of
SVR in 2007 [49]. The core idea of SVR is mapping the original input variables to high
dimensional feature space and to find the nonlinear relationship between input
variables and target variables. Assuming the training data was (x1, y1)…(xn, yn), n is the
number of training dataset. The regression function of SVR is briefly expressed as
follows:
f ðxÞ ¼ w  ϕðxÞ þ b

ð2Þ

where f(x) denotes the forecasting values, x is the input variable, w is the weight coefficient, b is the deviation value, and ф(x) is the high dimensional feature space. The w
and b were estimated by a regularized risk function, and the expression was presented
as follows:
Xn

1
w2  þ C 1
L ð y ; f ð xi Þ Þ
i¼1 ε i
2
n
where ‖w2‖ is a regularized term, C is the penalty parameter, C n1

ð3Þ
Pn

i¼1 Lε ðyi ;

f ðxi ÞÞ is

the empirical error and is measured by the ε-insensitive loss function, and the expression was as follows:
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y −f ðxi Þ−ε; y − f ðxi Þ ≥ ε
i
i
Lε ðyi f ðxi ÞÞ ¼
0; others

ð4Þ

where ε is the insensitive loss coefficient, and it represents a ε tube; if the predicted
value is within the tube, the loss is zero, while if it is outside the tube, the loss is the
magnitude of the difference between the predicted value and the radius ε of the tube.
To estimate w and b, the above equation is transformed into the primal objective function, and the expression was given as follows:
1
1 Xn
ðξ þ ξ i  Þ
min jjwjj2 þ C
i¼1 i
2
n

ð5Þ

where the ξiand ξi∗ are the slack variables, the problem of Eq. (5) can be solved in its
dual formulation as presented in Eq. (6), and αiand αi∗are the Lagrange multipliers.
maxwðαi ; αi  Þ ¼

Xn
i¼1

ðαi −αi  Þyi −


 
 Xn
1 Xn
ðαi −αi  Þ α j −α j  ∙K xi ; x j − i¼1 ðαi þ αi  Þε
i;
j¼1
2

ð6Þ

Equation (2) can be rewritten as Eq. (7), where K(xi, xj) was represented as the kernel
function.
Xn



ð
α
−α
Þ∙K
x
;
x
þb
ð7Þ
f ð xÞ ¼
i
i
i
j
i¼1
The radial basis function (RBF) was used as the kernel function in this paper, and Eq.
(2) can be further denoted as follows:
"

  !#
xi −x j 2
Xn

ðαi −αi Þ  exp −
þb
ð8Þ
f ð xÞ ¼
i¼1
2σ 2
Where σ represented the width parameter of RBF, and i and j are different samples.
The RBF was the widely used function in kernel functions, and it could map the
original input variables to high dimensional feature space and facilitate to find the nonlinear relationship between climate factors and building energy consumption.

4 Model development
It is well known that overlarge or too few input variables could make a decrease of
accuracy in model prediction. This problem was studied for a long time, and many
algorithms were developed to conduct feature selection (FS). We select three widely
used feature selection (FS) methods to extract the optimal size feature subset, respectively: stepwise, Lars, and Boruta methods. These FS methods will be introduced in the
following part, and they would be further combined with three involved machine learning methods to improve the performance of the model.
4.1 Feature selection

The feature selection technologies have been explored by many people for a long time
thanks to its well performance for improving the accuracy of the energy forecasting
[24]. In particular, the feature selection could well estimate the importance of characteristic features, relevance, dependencies, weighting, and ranking [50]. We have applied
three FS methods to conduct feature selection, respectively, stepwise, least angle regression (Lars), and Boruta algorithms, and the performance of Lars algorithm for the
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feature filtering was detailed in literatures [26, 27]. Also, the characteristics of the
stepwise method will be found in literature [25]. The Boruta algorithm was also
employed in this paper to implement the feature filtering and attempted to extract all
relevant variables of the database [30]. Candanedo et al. have successfully discarded
two random variables which are deliberately added into the existing dataset, and the
results have proved the validity of the Boruta algorithm [29]. The Boruta algorithm was
implemented by a R package Boruta, and the feature selection process of Boruta
methods in this research was exhibited in Fig. 1. Red and green boxplots respectively
represent the rejected and confirmed attributes [30]. Actually, the Boruta algorithm is a
wrapper built around the random forest classification algorithm [51], and the random
forest runs during the Boruta can be stopt by the argument maxRuns. The parameter
maxRuns was set to 1000 in this research. The ranking of the variable importance
regarding the three feature methods above was exhibited in Fig. 2.
The prediction accuracy varies greatly with the number of variables. Hence, it is
essential to seek the optimal size of the feature subset. Fig. 3 has present the prediction
performance of various feature subsets with different size. It is worth noting that the
prediction accuracy of the hybrid model varies greatly when the features number
changing. The highest accuracy of each model will be selected, and the corresponding
feature size will be taken as the optimal size of the model; the final selection results
were specified in Table 3.

4.2 Parameter optimization

Parameter optimization is a vital step in model processing. In order to obtain the optimal prediction performance, a lot of time was paid to optimize the parameters of each
model, and the optimal parameter was found in a certain range which was determined
based on the prior knowledge of statistics; the results were presented in Table 4. In the
RF algorithm, the “n_estimators” and “max_depth” were adjusted with 10 and 7 values.
In the GBR algorithm, the “max_depth,” “learning_rate,” and “n_estimators” were
adjusted with values 7, 0.19, and 40. In the SVR algorithm, the kernel function has
three types, respectively, and these are linear, polynomial, and radial basis function

Fig. 1 The feature importance ranking of the Boruta methodology
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Fig. 2 The feature importance ranking of three variable filtering methodologies

(RBF); the kernel function adopted in this paper was RBF. In addition, the penalty
parameter “C” and insensitive loss coefficient “ε”of the SVR model were adjusted
with values 150 and 0.08, the parameter “γ” was set to 0.1, and the remaining
arguments are default.

4.3 Evaluation indicators

In this study, we have chosen four evaluation indicators to conduct the performance
comparison of the models. The error indicators are the mean absolute error (MAE),
the mean squared error (MSE), the root mean squared error (RMSE), and the Rsquared (R2). The R-squared (R2) was used to assess the predict accuracy of the models.
The formulas were expressed as follows:

MAE ¼

n
1X
j y −^y j
n i¼1 i i

MSE ¼

n
1X
jy −^y j2
n i¼1 i i

RMSE ¼

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1Xn
ðy −^y Þ2
2 i¼1 i i

ð9Þ

ð10Þ

ð11Þ
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Fig. 3 The prediction performance of various feature subsets with different size

Pn
jyi −^yi j2
R2 ¼ 1− Pi¼1
n
2
i¼1 jyi −yi j

ð12Þ

where the yi is the real output variable, the ^yi is the predicted output variable, the yi
is the average value of real output variable, and n represents the amounts of samples in
the testing set.

5 Results and discussion
The proposed hybrid model was implemented by the software JetBrains PyCharm 2019
and with the system environment of Intel Core i5-8300H and 8.00GB RAM. In this
paper, the hybrid model of FS algorithms and machine learning methods was applied
to perform the energy consumption prediction. The optimal feature subset was
Table 3 The optimal feature size of nine hybrid models
Models

Optimal size of feature subset

RF + Lars

17

RF + stepwise

30

RF + Boruta

30

GBR + Lars

34

GBR + Boruta

37

GBR + stepwise

32

SVR + stepwise

35

SVR + Lars

26

SVR + Boruta

34
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Table 4 Optimized parameters of RF, GBR, and SVR
Methods

Parameters

Parameter description

Terminal
values

RF

n_estimators

The number of trees in the forest

10

max_depth

The depth of a tree

7

GBR

max_depth

The depth of a tree

7

learning_rate

The learning rate

0.19

n_estimators

The number of trees

40

C

The penalty parameter

150

ε

Insensitive loss coefficient

0.08

γ

γ defines how much influence a
single training example has. The
larger the γ is, the closer other
example must be to be affected.

0.1

SV

extracted by FS algorithms in advance, totally nine hybrid models were mentioned in
this study, and the dataset was split into 83% for training and 17% for testing. The
prediction results of nine hybrid models were displayed in Table 5, and four evaluation
indicators were utilized to measure the prediction performance. The error indicators
are MAE, MSE, and RMSE, and smaller errors generally indicate that smaller deviation
was detected between prediction and real values. R2is always used to measure the fitting
degree of the model, and the closer the value is to 1, the better the performance of the
model is.
Figure 4 has exhibited the accuracy of nine hybrid models graphically using horizontal bar chart; as can be seen from Fig. 4, the hybrid model SVR-Boruta is the best
prediction model with an accuracy of 90.585%, and next are hybrid model SVR-Lars
and SVR-stepwise, with values of accuracy 86.59% and 86.191%. The error comparison
of nine hybrid models was represented in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, and it is found that the
smallest errors were also obtained in hybrid model SVR-Boruta, which further verified
the superiority of hybrid model SVR-Boruta in forecast aspect. What is more, we
observed that in terms of machine learning methods, the prediction performance of
SVR was always higher than GBR and RF algorithms in this study, and it is possibility
due to the size of dataset used in this paper that is small and with high dimension. The

Table 5 The prediction performance of nine different hybrid models
Models

MAE

MSE

RMSE

R2(%)

RF + Lars

0.100304

0.013272

0.115202

80.791

RF + stepwise

0.103614

0.013119

0.114538

81.012

RF + Boruta

0.089666

0.012335

0.111064

82.146

GBR + Lars

0.099679

0.012001

0.109548

82.63

GBR + Boruta

0.095545

0.010855

0.104188

84.288

GBR + stepwise

0.089575

0.010729

0.103579

84.472

SVR + stepwise

0.079161

0.009541

0.097676

86.191

SVR + Lars

0.077012

0.009265

0.096255

86.590

SVR + Boruta

0.074670

0.006505

0.080651

90.585
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Fig. 4 The accuracy comparison of nine hybrid models

second good performance was obtained by the GBR algorithm, and the worst is the RF
algorithm. In terms of FS algorithms, it can be seen from the Fig. 8 that the FS method
Boruta works well on both SVR and RF algorithms, but with respect to GBR algorithm,
the FS method stepwise works better than Boruta and Lars method. Therefore, we took
SVR algorithms as the recommended machine learning, and the Boruta will be taken as
the best FS method. Furthermore, the hybrid model SVR-Boruta was the best prediction model in this study, and it could be applied in energy intelligent system to improve
the performance of the energy forecasting.

Fig. 5 The MAE comparison of nine hybrid models
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Fig. 6 The MSE comparison of nine hybrid models

6 Conclusions and future work
This paper has proposed a new hybrid model to improve the performance of energy
management system. In this paper, the FS algorithms and machine learning methods
were integrated to develop the hybrid model. The building process of hybrid model
contains two stages. In the first stage, optimal feature subset will be extracted using FS

Fig. 7 The RMSE comparison of nine hybrid models
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Fig. 8 The performance comparison of nine hybrid models in terms of FS algorithms

algorithms, respectively, stepwise, Lars, and Boruta methods, and it is implemented in
the R environment. In the second stage, optimal feature subset will be used to conduct
model learning, RF, GBR, and SVR algorithms that were applied in this study. The
efficiency of the models was examined by measures of MAE, MSE, RMSE, and R2, and
the results presented that the SVR-Boruta has the best performance on energy prediction, with values of accuracy 90.585%. What is more, we also noted that the SVR was
the best machine learning in this study, and Boruta was the better FS algorithm. The
results of this study were further verified the importance of feature selection and the
superiority predictive ability of the hybrid model. The recommended predictive model
SVR-Boruta could be employed to conduct energy prediction according to the weather
forecast and provide constructive suggestions for the energy manager to make a more
reasonable decision in energy distribution.
In our future work, we will pay more attention and time to obtain more richer and
larger research data to develop the predictive models. Besides, more accurate hybrid
model is needed to be explored in the future. This research was conducted in the
northwest region of China regarding the supermarket buildings, and we will also
consider to investigate more types of buildings in other climate areas of China with
aims to develop a more intelligent energy system.
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